
LAWYER(ЮРИСТ)



GENERAL CHARACTERISTIC OF THE PROFESSION

• lawyer (от лат. jus — право) (нем. Jurist, англ. Jurist) — specialist in 
jurisprudence, legal sciences; practical practitioner in the field of law.

• Consequently, lawyers can be

• people who have received a legal education;

•     lawyers, law students;

•     practitioners in the field of law.



PROFESSION HISTORY
• The first founders of law as an industry were the ancient philosophers: 

Socrates, Aristotle, Plato. A great contribution to the development of 
lawmaking was made by religion. It was the 12 biblical commandments that 
formed the basis for the creation of laws.

• The first lawyers were priests who interpreted the law. For many centuries, 
mankind has perfected its interpersonal and international relations, and 
therefore the law should progress along with time and cover all spheres of 
human activity.

• . 
• Right now, the law is firmly entrenched in all areas of people's lives and 

represents an independent branch of knowledge. And the work of lawyers is 
becoming more and more important in people's lives



PROFESSIONALLY IMPORTANT QUALITIES
•  To the profession of a lawyer, as well as to any other profession, 

various professional requirements are presented. This means that a 
lawyer must possess the necessary complex of qualities, professional 
knowledge, skills and abilities. Personal qualities include: high 
citizenship, intellectuality, morality, a developed sense of duty and 
responsibility for the performance of their duties, dedication to their 
work, a sense of irreconcilability with wrongdoings, justice, a high 
humanistic focus, adherence to professional ethics and personal 
integrity.



GROWTH OF THE PROFESSION IN THE LABOR 
MARKET
• Young professionals in the early career path should objectively 

evaluate their experience, because often they have to face the fact that 
their salary expectations are higher than employers are willing to pay 
them. It is better to start a lawyer's career in a large company in order 
to gain experience. Do not reject the offer of a recruiter first to practice. 
Of course, it is most preferable that after it a young person has the 
opportunity of further employment in the company staff.. If he is only 
ready to take on an internship, it is necessary to agree in advance on 
the provision of a recommendation on its completion. With the advice 
of a law firm, a novice specialist will find it much easier to obtain a 
permanent job



INFORMATION ON PAYMENT FOR THE PROFESSION
•  young specialists with minimum experience (compensation amount 25000 rubles 

depending on the level of the company);

•  specialists with work experience (50000-80000 rubles);

•  highly qualified lawyers, including managers (150 000-200000 rubles).

• The level of income depends both on the experience and requirements for the 
candidate, and on the area of   his responsibility.

• Today, there is every reason to believe that in 2012 there will be an urgent need for 
highly specialized lawyers, so "broad specialists" and novice lawyers need to think 
about the direction in which they would like to develop further. If we talk about the 
needs of the market, then we can predict that the demand for corporate lawyers will 
continue to grow. This applies also to tax lawyers, and to personal lawyers, and to 
specialists engaged in real estate and land.. At the same time it is the work of highly 
specialized lawyers that employers are willing to pay well. In order to have a high 
income, you need an impressive experience in the field, experience with foreign 
counterparts and, of course, free English 



CHANTING PROFESSION

Take a word, not a weapon!

A lawyer is a profession worthy.

It's for the brave, adamant!

The laws of Ohm and Newton

You can and do not comply,

But the letter of the firm Law

Do not you dare, comrade, to transgress! ...



THE END
THE END
THE END
THE END


